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Abstract
This paper proposes a methodology for the construction of a patent test collection for the task of prior
art search. Key to the justiﬁcation of the methodology is an analysis of the nature and structure of patent
documents and the patenting process. These factors
enable a corpus of patent documents to be reverse engineered in order to arrive at high quality, realistic,
relevance assessments. The paper ﬁrst outlines the
case for such a prior art search test collection along
with the characteristics of patent documents, before
describing the proposed method. Further research and
development will be directed towards the application
of this methodology to create a suite of prior art search
topics for the evaluation of patent retrieval systems.
We also include a preliminary analysis of its application on European patents.
Keywords: Prior Art Search, Patent Retrieval, Test
Collection, Evaluation.

1

Introduction

Test collections play a vital role in the evaluation
of retrieval systems [37, 38, 46]. Existing collections
have enabled IR research to be conducted on the retrieval of news stories, web pages and government
documents. Other areas actively being explored are
blogs and enterprise documents. One area that provides a distinctly different set of research problems are
patents. Patent documents can be of great value; and
can have a major economic impact [21, 36]. For example, the European Patent Ofﬁce ‘estimates that European industry is losing US$20 billion every year due
to lack of patent information, which results in duplication of effort such as re-inventing existing inventions,
resolving problems that have already been solved, and
redeveloping products that already are on the market’ [22]. Moreover patents are an invaluable source of
scientiﬁc and technological information and are common subjects of study in scientiﬁc areas such as economics [7, 15], scientometrics [40, 48], and law [33].
Thus, it is important to conduct research into patent
retrieval. While the need to conduct patent retrieval

research has been long recognized [31, 42], there has
been a lack of test collections available.
One of the reasons for the lack of patent retrieval
test collections stems from the complexity introduced
by the dual nature of patents. Patents are devised as
means of intellectual property protection, and exhibit
both informative and judicial characteristics. Determining the relevance of a patent document is therefore a task requiring legal as well as subject expertise.
This renders the task of test collection creation significantly more difﬁcult than in other domains, such as
web pages or news stories.
In this paper, we propose a method which can be
applied in order to create topics for prior art search,
the task of identifying all information that might be
relevant to a patent’s claims of novelty. Our method
exploits the process in which a patent document is
created, in order to infer relevance assessments for
prior art search topics. The main advantage of the
methodology lies in its ease of application to different
patent collections in order to create numerous topics
with high quality, realistic assessments, without any
recourse to any further speciﬁc subject or legal expertise.
The reminder of this paper is structured in the following way: Section 2 will explore related work. In
Section 3 we outline the concept of test collections,
the role they are playing in IR evaluation, and illustrate and discuss the central elements of such a collection. As the patent domain signiﬁcantly differs in
many aspects Section 4 will provide a brief introduction to the patent system and discuss characteristics
relevant to the creation of a test collection. In Section
5 we introduce our proposed methodology for creating
a prior art test collection. Section 6 explores the applicability of the methodology on European Patent Ofﬁce
(EPO) patents. In the ﬁnal section we will discuss our
ﬁndings and provide an outlook to further research.

2

Background

Since their introduction, test collections in Information Retrieval have played a pivotal role in the evaluation of retrieval models. One of the ﬁrst test collections was deﬁned as part of the Cranﬁeld Experiments
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[12] and provided the blue print for subsequent IR test
collections. The ‘signiﬁcant achievement of Cranﬁeld
2 was to deﬁne a notion of the methodology of IR experimentation’ [37]. A design goal for the Cranﬁeld
2 experiment was to create a laboratory type situation
by reducing the number of operational variables during experiments.
Although not unchallenged [29], this approach has
found widespread adoption in IR, and can nowadays
be seen as the standard system evaluation method.
Moreover a number of evaluation forums have been
created, that adopted and extended this prior work for
their deployed test collections. Most notably since
its inception in 1992, the Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) [3] held by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), has provided an invaluable test bed for IR evaluation. TREC has produced
many test collections covering a variety of tasks in
a number of domains, such as the World Wide Web
(WWW), legal, government, blogs, and enterprise.
Predominately, TREC has provided collections based
on English documents. Other forums include the Cross
Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) [1] which provides a comparable set of test collections in a number
of European languages, and NII Test Collections for
IR Systems project (NTCIR) [2] with a focus on East
Asian languages. It is only the latter of these forums
that has seriously considered patent documents. Subsequently we will provide an overview of the patent
related collections and tasks deployed at it.
First introduced in the third NTCIR workshop, the
patent task has led to the release of several patent test
collections. Details of these collections are provided
in Table 1. These test collections, primarily targeted at
Japanese patent documents, have been associated with
a variety of different user tasks. The listing below provides an overview of these tasks.
1. Cross language, cross genre retrieval (NTCIR
3 [27]): Given Japanese, English, and Chinese
newspaper articles associated with a technology
or commercial products, the task consisted of retrieving Japanese patents relevant to the article.
Assessments for this task were conducted manually.
2. Associative retrieval (NTCIR 3) [27]): The task
consists of retrieving patents for a given search
topic (i.e. either a newspaper article or patent).
Participants were asked to submit a list of retrieved patents and passages associated with the
topic.
3. Invalidity search (NTCIR 4 [18],5 [19],6 [20]):
Participants were asked to search a target patent
collection for patents that can invalidate the demand in a given claim. In practice, for each
search topic (i.e. a claim), each group submits

a list of retrieved patents and passages associated
with the topic. The task was aiming at identifying
patents that can invalidate a topic claim by themselves (1) or in combination with other patents
(2).
4. Patent classiﬁcation (NTCIR 5 [24],6 [25]): The
purpose of this task lies in categorizing target
patent applications based on the F-term classiﬁcation system. A submission consisted of a
ranked list of F-term classiﬁcation codes for each
target patent application.
The described tasks and collections provide a signiﬁcant step towards patent retrieval speciﬁcally in
Japanese. Our work differs from this work in its focus on the prior art task, and our aim to develop an
underlying methodology that can be applied to a variety of patent sources in different languages. However, valuable lessons learnt at NTCIR can be taken on
board to develop our methodology. The idea of using
inferred relevance assessments , as done at NTCIR 5
and 6, will also form the method of creation of Prior
Art search topics employed in our methodology.

3

Test Collections

To allow for the measurement of information retrieval effectiveness in a standardized way a test collection consists of three elements: A document collection (corpus), a task represented by a suite of speciﬁed
information needs (topics), and a set of relevance judgments associated with the topics. The remainder of
this section outlines necessary considerations for each
of these elements on designing a test collection. Generally in order to avoid topic speciﬁc bias, the document collection and suite of information needs have
to be of a reasonable size to enable averaging performance over topics and documents [47].
1. Corpus: The set of documents comprising the
collection, generally should be a ‘sample of the
kinds of texts that are encountered in the operational setting of interest’[45]. The choice of documents to be included should result in a set that
reﬂects the ‘the diversity of subject matter, word
choice, literary styles, document formats, etc. of
the operational setting for the retrieval results to
be representative of the performance in the real
task’[45].
2. Task/Topic/Query: The term ’task’ in Information Retrieval refers to an operation on an underlying corpus. An example of such a task is adhoc retrieval, where the user speciﬁes his information need through a query in order to initiate a
search on a retrieval system. Since its introduction in TREC, deﬁning a topic as an entity con-
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Workshop
NTCIR-3
NTCIR-4
NTCIR-5
NTCIR-6

Document Type
Patent JPO(J)
Abstracts(E/J)
Patent JPO(J), Abstracts(E)
Patent JPO(J), Abstracts(E)
Patent USPTO(E)

Time Period
1998-1999
1995-1999
1993-1997
1993-2002
1993-2002

# of Docs.
697,262
ca. 1,7 million
1,700,000
3,496,252
1,315,470

# of Topics
31
31
103
1223
3221

Rel. A. Creation
Manual
Manual
Manual
Inferred
Inferred

Table 1. Overview of NTCIR patent test collections (E=English, J=Japanese)
trieval [23], and query generation for relevance
feedback [30].

sisting of an information need and the data structure executed on a retrieval system (the query)
has been widely adopted. Herein the information
need statement precisely describes which documents are to be considered relevant for a speciﬁc
query. Tasks are then represented through a set of
topics. Since the chosen topics should resemble
realistic use cases for a given task, it is often considered a best practice to involve domain experts
in the design of topics.
3. Relevance Assessments: Given information
needs and documents, the ﬁnal step in the creation of a test collection consists of creating relevance assessments for each topic. Three main
approaches can be distinguished for the creation
of relevance assessments.
• Manual relevance assessments: This is a timeconsuming and expensive process involving assessors, preferably domain experts, to examine a
document’s relevance with respect to a topic. For
small collections like Cranﬁeld, exhaustive judgments of relevance for each query and document
pair can be obtained, resulting in a complete judgment. For large modern collections, it is usual
for relevance to be assessed only for a subset of
the documents for each query (incomplete judgment). The most commonly applied approach is
referred to as ’pooling’(See [11]). The method
is based on assessing relevance ’over a subset
of the collection that is formed from the top k
documents returned by a number of different IR
systems (usually the ones to be evaluated)’ [?].
In the domain of patents the manual creation of
relevance assessments has been applied to tasks
for cross-language retrieval [27], associative retrieval [27], and invalidity search retrieval [18].
• Simulated relevance assessments: The use of
simulated queries and relevance assessments provides a potentially cost effective way of performing evaluation. This approach aims at replicating
the actual process of retrieval based on heuristic and statistical models [41]. The primary concern lies in the realism of such approaches. The
concept has been applied to a variety of tasks
such as Known Item ﬁnding [10], annotation re-

• Inferred relevance assessments: In this case
relevance assessments are inferred from information within the corpus or information associated with the corpus. In Web IR experiments
have been conducted interpreting clickthrough
data (i.e. logs of a user’s interaction with a
retrieval system) as implicit relevance assessments [28]. In patent related retrieval, references
found on patents [19, 20], and the assigned patent
classes [17, 24, 25] have been utilized for relevance assessment creation.
As previously, mentioned, in this paper, we propose
a general methodology for the creation of topics for
prior art search by inferring relevance assessments. In
order to assess the feasibility of such an approach the
following section will provide a brief overview of the
patent system, its patenting process, and the characteristics of its documents, users, and tasks.

4

Characteristics of the patent domain

Since our proposed methodology is based on the
analysis of speciﬁc aspects of the patent system, and
the patent domain exhibits signiﬁcant differences from
other domains, the following section will provide a
brief introduction to patents and outline the characteristics of the patent system.

4.1

Patent system

A patent represents a contract between a state or
regional organization and the applicant to grant exclusive rights with respect to a new and useful invention
(See [32] for a detailed discussion of the patent system). More speciﬁcally, a patent serves two main purposes: (1) It is a grant of the right to exclude others
from making, using, offering for sale, or selling an invention in a speciﬁc country or region for a limited period of time, and (2) it discloses the described invention to the public (the informative aspect of a patent
based on the doctrines of disclosure and enablement,
see section B. Doctrines of Disclosure and Enablement
in [34] for further information). To be granted these
exclusive rights a patent has to fulﬁll the criteria of
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patentability. In general to comply with the requirements of patentability an invention has to comply with
the following four criteria.
1. Novelty: The criterion of novelty asks for an invention not to form part of the state of the art (i.e.
it has to be ‘new’). This requirement has to stand
the test against all matter (patent-, non-patent literature, products, records of presentations, etc ...)
made available ahead of the priority date (the date
where an invention was ﬁrst duly ﬁled for protection) of a patent application.
2. Inventive step: The inventive step criterion requires an invention to exhibit sufﬁcient inventive
merit as opposed to merely representing a trivial
extension to the state of the art.
3. Industrial applicability: The third requirement
consists of industrial applicability of the invention.
4. Patentable matter: Finally the invention has to
fall into the category of patentable matter (e.g. do
not fall into excluded material such as literary or
artistic work).
Section B IV 1/1.1 in [16] provides a more detailed
coverage of these criteria in the European patent
system (See [4] for the United States Patent Ofﬁce
(USPTO) equivalent). In order to explore how it is
possible to reverse engineer the patenting process to
infer relevance assessments, the next section will cover
the different stages in the creation of a patent document.

4.2

Patenting process

The patenting process can be broadly divided into
four main stages. Since the referencing of prior art
plays a vital role in our effort we will outline the parts
of the process dedicated to its identiﬁcation. We will
outline the patenting process based on the European
patent system (see Akers [8] for a more detailed coverage of the European patent system).
1. The ﬁrst stage consists of the drafting of a patent
application by the applicant and the search of relevant prior art with respect to that speciﬁcation.
Prior to the actual ﬁling of the patent application, this initial prior art search aims at identifying whether prior publications in patent and nonpatent literature exist that might contradict with
the patentability of the sought after application.
Unlike the USPTO the statutes of the EPO hold
‘no duty of candour’ (i.e. the duty to reveal all
relevant prior art to the patent ofﬁce) for the applicant. As pointed out in more detail in Section
6.3 this may inﬂuence the quality of patent references [13].

2. Given that this search does not reveal any conﬂicting documents the second stage consists of
the actual ﬁling of the patent application with a
patent ofﬁce.
3. In the third stage an examiner at the patent ofﬁce will conduct an examination of the application with respect to its patentability. Nowadays patent ofﬁces (as practiced by the EPO,
JPO) commonly apply the concept of deferred
examination. The process of deferred examination separates the lengthy procedure of substantive examination from the relatively quicker step
of establishing a search report of relevant prior
art. Therefore a ﬁrst test of patentability under
deferred examination will consist of a prior art
search conducted by an examiner. All relevant
prior art identiﬁed by the examiner will then form
part of the search report (see ﬁgure 2 for an excerpt from such a document) for the application
in question. Given that the results of this prior
art search do not deny the novelty of the invention, the examination of the remaining criteria of
patentability will be conducted.
4. Depending on the outcome of the examination
and no withdrawal of the application from the applicant’s side, in the fourth stage the patent will
be either granted or denied.

4.3

Document characteristics

Patent documents are highly structured documents,
which are usually broken down into a number of different sections. The exact structure of patents is deﬁned by issuing authorities (i.e. the national and regional patent ofﬁces). The structure of patent documents therefore varies substantially between those
and, due to internal revisions of that structure, also
within such authorities.
In general patents can be divided into three main
sections: Bibliography, disclosure, and claims. The
listing below outlines these sections and their most
commonly occurring subsections.
1. Bibliographic Data: The front page of a patent
usually consists of bibliographic data such as the
patent id, inventor name, applicant name, and ﬁling date. A point of reference concerning bibliographic data is given by the WIPO standard
ST.9 [5].
2. Disclosure: This section is aimed at providing
both brief and detailed descriptions of the invention. It usually consists of the title, a subsection
referring to the technological background, a summary, and a detailed description of the invention
and examples of its application. By providing this
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4.4

information, this part of a patent aims at fulﬁlling
the requirements set through the doctrines of disclosure and enablement (i.e. to enable one skilled
in the art to practice the claimed invention without undue experimentation).
3. Claims: This section forms the legally binding
part of a patent application. The claims must particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention. The reasoning is that possible infringers
must be able to understand what is and is not protected.
Finally, due to their legal aspect and their nature of describing new inventions, patent documents compared
to documents in other domains feature particularly different characteristics on the document, sentence, and
term level.
• Structure: As outlined above patent documents
exhibit a high level of structuring.
• Classiﬁcation: Patent documents are classiﬁed
with respect to technological aspects. The most
commonly applied classiﬁcation system is the International Patent Classiﬁcation (IPC) [6], consisting of 70,000 classes. Other important classiﬁcation systems are the European ECLA and the
Japanese F-Term system.
• Named Entities: Induced by their functional nature, patent documents contain a high amount of
named entities. Examples of explicitly denoted
named entities are the inventor of the patent, speciﬁc dates relating to the patenting process, the
applicant (i.e. the ’owner’ of the patent), and relevant international or national patent classes.
• Obfuscation: For strategic reasons (e.g. to enlarge the scope of an invention and to complicate
competitive analysis) the wording of patent documents may be deliberately vague or make use of
general terms or obfuscating synonyms.
• Technical and new terminology: Due to their
nature patent documents contain a high amount
of technical terms. Moreover applicants commonly coin original terms to describe their inventions. Further it is noteworthy that the terminology differs signiﬁcantly between above mentioned patent classes.
• Length: Patent documents are comparatively
long documents (on average more than twenty
times longer than newspaper articles [26]).

Task characteristics

As mentioned before, while patents are also informative, they are ﬁrst and foremost functional documents of judicial nature. The associated tasks are
therefore strongly shaped and driven by judicial and
economic requirements. As a consequence of those
requirements patent-related user tasks are very well
deﬁned and documented in terms of objectives, collection requirements, and course of conduction (See
e.g. [14]). In contrast to other domains such as the
Web, the vast majority of practitioners of patent related retrieval are professional users.
The main search tasks in patent retrieval include the
following:
• Prior art search: The identiﬁcation of prior art
forms part of the Patentability (also referred to as
Novelty) search type, which is probably the most
frequently exercised patent search type. These
searches form an essential part of the process of
determining the patentability of a speciﬁc invention. In order for an invention to be viable for
patenting, no prior record of a similar or identical product or process may exist. This search task
aims at clarifying whether any such records exists
in patent and non-patent literature that have been
published prior to the ﬁling of a patent application in question. Prior art also plays a vital role in
Validity (Invalidity) searches that are exercised in
order to render speciﬁc claims of a patent, or the
complete patent itself invalid by identifying matter published before the ﬁling date of the patent in
question. It is of note that for this kind of searches
the legally active part of the targeted patent, the
claims, form the basis of the information need.
• Freedom-To-Operate search: This search is
performed in order to assess whether a planned
product or process is in danger of infringing upon
someone’s patent. Analogous to the Invalidity
search type this task focuses solely on the claims
section of a patent. Unlike the two previous tasks
the searched matter is limited to granted and still
active patent documents.
• Competitive analysis: This search type aims at
identifying ﬁnancial, organizational, or technological information based on an analysis of a
competitor’s patents.
Characteristic of the above listed patent related
tasks are the following points:
• Relevance of documents is determined by topical
and judicial aspects: Often the underlying judicial requirements will determine the relevance of
a document with respect to a search task. For a
certain search task, a patent document’s content
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8. Repeat steps (3) to (7) for each of the documents
in the pool deﬁned in step (2).

might be highly relevant to the search but the document itself can still be not relevant since it is no
longer in force (e.g. due to missed renewal payments, expiration of the patent). Relevance for
most patent related tasks is therefore a notion of
topical as well as judicial relevance.

In the following we will outline speciﬁc considerations of these steps for the corpus, tasks, and relevance
assessments.

• The high value associated with patents (e.g. potential damages of infringement of several 100
millions of Euros) leads to a high importance on
recall within patent searches. Ideally most patent
search tasks aim at achieving 100 % recall, since
missing a single relevant document could result
in later litigation

5.1

• Potential legal responsibility requires many
patent related tasks to be process traceable. Items
such as the exact properties of the underlying
corpus and the functioning and implementation
of the retrieval method have to be known to a
searcher and kept record of.
Concluding it can be said that these speciﬁc characteristics of patent related user tasks represent some of
the major challenges for performing Patent Information Retrieval.

5

Methodology

This section introduces our methodology for creating a Prior Art test collection. The following high level
steps form the basis of the creation of topics for prior
art search. Given a set of patent documents from a
given time period: a corpus, topics and corresponding
relevance assessments can be created as follows:

Step (1) of our methodology consists of deﬁning a
set of documents to form the corpus. As stated in section 3 such a corpus should be representative of the
operational setting of interest. In this case the resulting document set should resemble a realistic source of
research for an Intellectual Property practitioner conducting prior art search. The judicial basis of prior
art search deﬁnes all patent and non patent literature
published prior to the ﬁling date of a patent as potentially relevant documents. A valid corpus would
therefore consist of a subset of these documents. Concerning the criteria of representativeness such a set
should resemble the data sources utilized by practitioners of prior art search. Commonly researched information sources for patent search are represented
by free databases such esp@cenet1 , WIPO2 , and the
USPTO database3 as well as subscription databases
such as Thomson’s Derwent World Patents Index4 .
Potential sources for non-patent literature are periodicals, repositories of scientiﬁc publications such as
Medline5 and the IP.com prior art database6 . A chosen corpus therefore preferably should resemble one
of these sources in order to allow practitioners and researchers of the patent domain to easily relate to research conducted on the test collection.

5.2

1. Deﬁne the set of documents forming the corpus.
2. Deﬁne the pool of documents, outwith the deﬁned time period of the corpus that form potential
information needs.
3. Select a patent document from this pool.
4. Extract the set of references, which refer to prior
art for this document.
5. Identify the references which exist in the corpus.
6. For those references that exist, mark these documents as relevant documents for the prior art
search.
7. Based on these references deﬁne a topic with the
patent application (without references) or a subset of its text as query, the extracted references as
relevance assessments and the deﬁnition of relevant prior art (e.g. ’Guidelines for Examination
in the EPO B X 9.2’ [16] for European patents,
[4] for US patents) as information need.

Corpus

Relevance assessments

This section relates to steps (2) to (6) of our
methodology. The idea of interpreting references as
relevance assessments for prior art search as presented
in this work is based on a proposal from IP practitioners at the 2007 Information Retrieval Facility Symposium. The focus of this section lies in a brief exploration of the concept of patent references and an analysis of the justiﬁcation of inferring relevance assessments from them.
Patents contain citations to other prior published
patent and non-patent literature. The functional
aspect lies in referring to the most relevant prior art
upon which the patent builds. In the case of patent
documents the placement of a citation ﬁrst of all
denotes that the concepts described in both documents
1 http://ep.espacenet.com/
2 http://www.wipo.int/pctdb/en/
3 http://patft.uspto.gov/
4 http://scientiﬁc.thomson.com/products/dwpi/
5 http://medline.cos.com/
6 https://priorart.ip.com/
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are semantically strongly related to each other, and
secondly that the concepts described in the cited document logically pre-date those mentioned in the citing
document. The primary motivation for patent citations
is the expression of this relationship. This stands in
contrast to web-based document links that can be of
semantic or navigational nature, with the underlying
motivation ranging from the expression of relevance
to the direction of trafﬁc due to commercial interests.
Detailed information concerning the interpretation of
the citation process and resulting references for EPO
data has been provided by Akers [9]
The justiﬁcation for reverse engineering relevance
assessments from the references within a patent document is based on the following:
• The patent references found on patent documents
issued by a patent ofﬁce are set by its patent examiners. The subject and legal expertise of the
examiner at the patent ofﬁce allows for qualiﬁed
assessment of relevance from his or her side with
respect to the prior art search task.
• The legal speciﬁcation setting the criteria for
valid reference matter can be interpreted as a definition of relevance for an information need (e.g.
European Patent Convention [44] Rule 44, Article 92(1), and Article 54).
• Additional guidance concerning the interpretation of references is provided by examination
manuals (e.g. USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure [43]) provides a further precise
description of the nature of the stated form
of relevance. This is exemplary demonstrated
through an excerpt:
All documents cited in the search report are
identiﬁed by placing a particular letter in the
ﬁrst column of the citation sheets. ... Where a
document cited in the European search report is
particularly relevant, it should be indicated by
the letter ’X’ or ’Y’(, Guidelines for Examination
in the EPO B X 9.2’ [16])
Upon successful extraction of the patent references
the ﬁnal stage of our methodology consists of deﬁning
the topics.

5.3

Topic

On successful completion of steps (2) to (6), step
(7) of our methodology consists of the deﬁnition of
the topics for our prior art search task. As mentioned
before the identiﬁcation of valid prior art forms part
of several patent related search tasks. We will recapitulate on the two most common tasks focused on the
search of prior art below.

1. A ’novelty search’ or ’patentability search’ is a
prior art search that is conducted by patent attorneys, patent agents or patent examiners in the
process of a patent application ﬁling. This type
of search aims at determining if the invention is
novel. In the course of this search the total of the
claims of an application and the disclosure will
form part of the information need.
2. A ’validity search’ or ’invalidity search’is a
search for prior art based on a patent that has been
granted. The purpose of a validity search is to try
to identify prior art that the patent examiner overlooked in order to render a speciﬁc claim or the
complete patent invalid. This might be done by
an entity infringing, or potentially infringing, the
patent. In the novelty search type the information need is usually centered around one or more
claims and not the complete patent application.
While both described search types are potentially
viable for our methodology our initial focus will be
placed on the patentability search task, as the source
of our relevance assessments (i.e. patent references
placed by an examiner) presents the direct result of
such a search.
A topic for patentability search shall then be deﬁned
as consisting of the following three parts:
1. Statement of the information need: The statement of the information need will be based on
the written guidance (i.e. a description of what
documents qualify as prior art) on which the examiner’s original search was based (See EPO B
X 9.2’ [16] for European patents), and the appropriate legal deﬁnition of potential prior art (European Patent Convention [44] (Rule 44, article
92(1), and article 54).
2. Query: A query will consist of the complete or a
subset of the text comprising a patent application
3. Relevance assessments: The extracted patent
references forming the relevance assessments for
the application.
When using the complete text of an application the
task will represent a document to document retrieval
task. In the case that the patent reference outlines (1)
in respect to which claim a reference is made, and (2)
what part of the referenced document is relevant, this
task could be reﬁned to a claim to document, or claim
to passage retrieval task.
In the following section we will explore the applicability of our methodology on a corpus of European
patent documents.
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6

Towards Applying the Methodology to
European Patent Documents

This section explores the viability of a patent data
source as the basis for our methodology. The set of
documents to be explored consists of documents issued by the European Patent Ofﬁce documents (EP
documents) in the time period from 1978 until March
2008.

6.1

Corpus

The set of these EP documents, resembling those
hosted by esp@cenet, represents one of the most important data sources in patent search. In the remainder
of this section we will brieﬂy explore some key characteristics of this dataset. The collection consists of
3.6 million documents representing 1,896,483 patents
and patent applications. During the patenting process a
patent application will depending on its status be published several times under different patent IDs. In the
European patent system a patent publication is published with a numerical identiﬁer and an extension, the
kind code that refers to the status or type of the publication. The listing below explains the most common
kind codes used by the EPO.
• A1: Publ. of an application with a search report.
• A2: Publ. of an application without search report.

Kind code
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
Other

# of documents
1226849
678434
686075
157957
890436
13286
10032

Table 2. Frequency of most common kind
codes
Total number
3,631,954

ENG
2,549,633

GER
848,471

FR
232,950

Table 3. Distribution of languages among
patent documents

the complete text of the patent document is only available for a part of these 3.6 million documents. The
availability of text for segments of the patent is given
in the Table 4. We will limit the documents to be inTotal
3,631,954

Abstract
2,116,081

Description
1,075,162

Claims
2,189,941

Table 4. Availability of text for patent documents

• A3: Publ. of a search report.
cluded in our collection to those containing at least the
full text of the claims section; therefore the maximum
number of documents to be included in the collection
is 2,189,941.

• A4: Publ. of a supplementary search report
• B1: Publ. of a granted patent.
• B2: Publ. of a patent after modiﬁcation.
A granted patent published as B1 document therefore
will have been prior published as an A1 or A2 document. Such documents sharing the same numerical identiﬁer, but a different kind code are referred
to as belonging to the same ’Patent Family’. Due
to this our dataset consists of 3.6 million documents
but represents only 1.9 million patents and patent applications. Table number 2 shows the frequencies of
these kind codes in the collection. It is of note that
for the prior art search task granted patents as well as
patent applications are potentially relevant. Moreover,
even though A3 and A4 designated documents consist
only of a listing of patent references, these documents
should also be included into the collection as they form
part of established patent information sources such as
esp@cenet. EP patent documents may occur in one of
the three ofﬁcial languages of the EPO: English, German, or French. Table 3 outlines the occurrence of
these languages in our data set. Another important aspect of the underlying data is given by the fact that

6.2

Task and topics

In this section we will explore potential tasks and
topics for patentability prior art search based on the
underlying corpus.
Following our methodology a statement of the information need will be based on the written guidance
on which the examiner’s original search was based
(See EPO B X 9.2’ [16] for European patents), and
the appropriate legal deﬁnition of potential prior art
(European Patent Convention [44] (Rule 44, Article
92(1), and Article 54). A query will consist of a complete patent application or part of a patent application.
Based on this the underlying corpus lends itself to deﬁne tasks considerate of the following characteristics:
• Language: The existence of three different languages is one property that could be used to deﬁne sets of language speciﬁc tasks and topics
(e.g. for cross-language information retrieval).
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• Classiﬁcation: Since patent documents ﬁled under different patent classiﬁcation codes differ signiﬁcantly in terms of terminology, the importance
of graphics, and the technological interpretation
of relevance it seems appropriate to deﬁne tasks
with respect of these classes. Such an approach
would enable to explore the effectiveness of retrieval models across different classes or to deﬁne
speciﬁc tasks for classes with speciﬁc properties
(e.g. occurrence of Markush structures [39])
• Reference categories: The categorization of references according to their origin and level of relevance allows the deﬁnition of tasks with respect
to this. Such tasks could form the basis to explore
the effectiveness of retrieval models for state of
the art (’A’) denoted prior art and highly relevant
(’X’,’Y’) denoted prior art.
• Document granularity: Since references made in
a European search report (see Figure 1) are marking the relevant sections of the referenced document with respect to the relevant claims, tasks on
this test collection could be deﬁned as document
to document, claims to document, or claims to
passage retrieval tasks.
The limiting point concerning the deﬁnition of those
tasks and topics lies in the number of available relevance assessments. Therefore the distribution of these
relevance assessments will be explored in the following section.

6.3

References in the EPO patent system are categorized with respect to their level of relevance, origin,
and type. The listing below explains these categories:
• ’X’: Particularly relevant documents.
• ’Y’: Documents that are particularly relevant in
combination with another document.
• ’A’: A document cited that represents the state of
the art not prejudicial to the novelty or inventive
step of the claimed invention.
• ’P’: Documents published on dates falling between the date of ﬁling of the application being
examined and the date of priority claimed, or the
earliest priority if there is more than one.
• ’E’: Any patent document bearing a ﬁling or priority date earlier than the ﬁling date of the application searched.
• ’D’: Documents cited in the text of the application (i.e. references included by the applicant).
Up to three of these categories may be assigned to a
patent reference. The distribution of these is provided
in Table 6. As pointed out before, these categories
Categ.
X
A
Y
E

/
219,610
568,412
140,705
15,667

P
24,795
18,731
4,402
/

D
11,722
64,732
16,010
/

PD
1,085
1,142
435
/

Total
257,212
653,017
161,552
15,667

Relevance Assessments

EPO references are considered to be of high quality,
since there is no duty of candour for the applicant, and
therefore all references found on European patents
are solely based on an examiner’s judgment. It has
been found [13] that patent references supplied by
the applying party are generally of lower relevance
than references identiﬁed by an examiner. This
might be based on the fact that an applying party
might be less motivated of supplying highly relevant
prior art citations. The use of European references
therefore seems to be very promising with respect to
the inference of relevance assessments.
In the underlying data set a total of 5,096,362 references, representing 3,063,246 documents can be found
on EP documents. Table 5 on page 10 shows the distribution of referenced patent documents among issuing
authorities.
As can be seen from Table 5, 491,251 of all cited
documents are EP. These documents form the pool of
relevant documents for our test collection. In the underlying dataset 1,106,362 references to these documents are found.

Table 6. Distribution of references among
categories

could be utilized for the formulation of tasks focused
on different ’levels’ of prior art relevance. Finally concerning the viability of formulating tasks and topics
based on the set of documents we will explore the distribution of the frequency of these citations within the
corpus. On average there are 0.58 EP references per
patent application and granted patent. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of these references among all documents.
These frequencies are also presented in Table 7 on
page 10. As can be seen from the table there are
43,306 documents bearing four or more references.
These documents could form the basis for 43,306 topics with at least four assessments of relevance.
The distribution of ’EP’ references suggests that
many patents exhibit few references which can be used
as inferred relevance assessments. As discussed by
[35] the usage of topics created with a low number of
relevance judgments can be problematic and is a point
to be considered in our future work.
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Figure 1. Excerpt from a European search report
US
1,137,213

DE
530,279

EPO
491,251

FR
265,693

GB
235,762

WO
215,809

CH
88,584

BE
35,149

AT
12,271

NL
10,084

Table 5. Frequency of references on EP documents: Top ten countries

Figure 2. Frequency of EP citations
# of cit.
# of docs.

1
357,387

2
168,896

>2
111,397

>3
43,306

>4
17,279

>5
7,430

>6
3,486

Table 7. Distribution of EP references
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1,798

>8
1,043

>9
664

> 10
435
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7

Discussion

8

Our initial exploration of the characteristics of
patents shows that references found on those documents, especially so on European patents, can be interpreted as an explicit statement of relevance.
An analysis of references in the corpus of EP documents indicates that their utilization as means of cost
effective creation of realistic relevance assessments for
the prior art search task seems promising. As mentioned before the low number of relevant documents
per topic for many patent documents may be problematic. Exploring the impact of this and anticipating
ways of mitigating it will form part of our future work.
Additionally our planned work will focus on exploring and reﬁning the prior art search task with respect to the options outlined in section 6.2. This will
allow the assessment of the strengths and weaknesses
of different retrieval methods on a variety of tasks and
with respect to the particularities of technical domains
(e.g. the importance of Markush structures for chemical patents, the varying importance of pictures, particularities of patent classes, etc ...).
The proposed methodology lends itself to be applied to patent corpora issued by other patent ofﬁces
such as the United States Patent Ofﬁce (USPTO) and
the State Intellectual Property Ofﬁce of the People’s
Republic of China (SIPO). Exploring the applicability of our methodology on such data sources will form
another directive in our future work.
Finally as a validation step aimed to uncover potential weaknesses and strength of our methodology it
will be vital to conduct a series of initial retrieval experiments on a pilot test collection. Concerning this a
number of challenges remain to be considered. First
as noted before the format of patent documents varies
signiﬁcantly not only between issuing patent ofﬁces
but also on a lower degree within patents issued by the
same ofﬁce. This poses a major obstacle concerning
the utilization of the structure and bibliographic data
of patent documents. Even when focusing on documents issued by a single patent ofﬁce, the evolution
of the format of patent speciﬁcations and associated
standards renders this task difﬁcult, and will require
extensive research concerning this aspect. Second the
question of valid evaluation measures remains to be
discussed. The high importance of recall and the low
number of relevant documents per topics form interesting aspects of this challenge. The approach described
could be employed at any one of the major forums in
order to provide a track in patent retrieval. While as
pointed out a number issues remain, it is anticipated
that these can be resolved satisfactorily to enable the
creation of reliable and high quality prior art patent
test collections.
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